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The Issues

An interlocutory hearing was held on 21 November 2000 to deal with a number of largely
interrelated issues that had arisen on these cases.  The two main points were a request by the30
opponents/applicants for declarations of invalidity to amend their statement of grounds and a
request by the same party for an extension of time for the admission of evidence.  A number of
consequential or supplementary issues were also dealt with.  At the hearing the
opponents/applicants for invalidity were represented by Mr J Rayner James of Her Majesty's
Counsel instructed by Manches & Co and the applicants by Mr J Mellor of Counsel instructed35
by Withers & Rogers.

After hearing submissions I decided to allow certain amendments to the statement of grounds
but to reject the remainder of the opponents' requested changes.  I also rejected the opponents'
request for an extension of time.  I am now asked to give the reasons for my decision.  For the40
sake of completeness I propose to cover all the issues that arose at the hearing that is to say
including the consequential or supplementary points.

Submissions at the hearing were largely directed towards the opposition case (No 48967) but
for the most part read across to the invalidity actions where similar issues and considerations45
apply.  For convenience and to avoid confusion references to correspondence, evidence etc in
what follows are to the versions of those documents filed in opposition No 48967.  To the
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extent that any different issues or considerations arise on the three invalidity actions I will
identify them as such and comment separately during the course of this decision.  It also
follows that I will simply refer to the parties as 'the applicants' and 'the opponents'.

The request to amend the statement of grounds5

Before coming to the specific matters before me at the hearing some background information
is called for.  This also has some bearing on the extension of time request which I will come to
later.

10
The opponents filed their original statement of grounds on 3 September 1998.  The opposition
was founded on relative grounds objections, that is under Section 5 of the Act.  To the extent
that the opponents relied on earlier trade marks reference was made to registrations of the
mark VOGUE in Class 16 and VOGUE PROMOTIONS in Classes 16 and 35.  (I comment in
passing that the three invalidity actions had from the outset an additional ground going to the15
issue of bad faith under Section 3(6)).  A question appears to have arisen in relation to the
admissibility of this applicants' counterstatement with the result that it was not formally
admitted into the proceedings until an interlocutory hearing held on 7 July 1999.  The point is
no longer material save that it explains why the 3 month period allowed under Rule 13(4) of
the Trade Marks (Amendment) Rules 1998 for the opponents' evidence in chief was not set20
until 18 August 1999, a period which thus expired on 18 November 1999.  The opponents
duly filed a statutory declaration by a Mr Garvin on that date.  However what I will call a
formalities point arose in connection with this declaration necessitating its return to the
solicitors handling the matter for correction.

25
While this was taking place the applicants' trade mark attorneys wrote to the Registry on
21 December 1999 commenting on certain aspects of the content of the evidence and noting,
inter alia, that part of the evidence "makes reference to Sections of the Act or registrations not
pleaded in the opposition".  Objection was particularly taken to a passage in the evidence
dealing with EU Directive 98/43/EC relating to the advertising and sponsorship of tobacco30
products (I will refer to it simply as the EU Tobacco Advertising Directive) and the
implications for this application.

In response to this challenge the opponents asked by letter dated 9 February 2000 for leave to
amend their grounds (the first amended version).  At that stage the only amendments sought35
were the introduction of objections under Section 3(3)(a), based on the EU Tobacco
Advertising Directive, that registration would be contrary to public policy and an objection
under Section 3(3)(b) that "use of the mark on tobacco products ..... falsely conveys to the
public a positive lifestyle quality ..... when, in fact, tobacco products have an adverse effect on
human health .....".40

The applicants objected to these proposed changes by letter dated 9 March 2000 and offered
various observations on the EU Tobacco Advertising Directive.  For reasons which will
become apparent I do not need to deal with the substance of these issues.

45
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In response to these developments the Registry wrote to the parties on 1 August 2000 with
the preliminary view that the requested amendments to the statement of grounds should be
refused giving as the reason the fact that the EU Directive was not part of UK law at the
relevant date.  The opponents were at the same time advised that if they wanted to rely on
"prior rights" not set out in the statement of grounds then this too would require an5
amendment to the statement.  This was a reference to other registered trade marks referred to
in Mr Garvin's declaration but not referred to in either the original statement of grounds or the
first amendment (despite the fact that the first amendment post dated both Mr Garvin's
declaration and the applicants' criticisms of it).

10
The opponents responded by filing a further statement of grounds (the second amended
version).  This version retained the Section 3(3)(a) and 3(3)(b) paragraphs which had been
introduced in the first amended version.  It also developed the basis for the Section 5(4)(a)
ground at a level of detail not contained in the previous versions.  Reference was also made in
this context to a further registration, No 2025065.  The relevance of this is not clear as the15
ground is based on the existence of an earlier right and not an earlier trade mark.  However to
the extent that the mark in question has been used in relation to the services claimed (in
Class 38), that use has the capacity to be relevant to the extent of the goodwill/reputation
claimed.

20
The applicants reiterated their already expressed objection to the successive amendment
requests.  The only further piece of background information I need to record is that on
14 November 2000 the applicants' trade mark attorneys wrote to the Registry noting that the
ECJ had issued a decision annulling the EU Tobacco Advertising Directive and enclosing a
copy of a press release No 72/00 to this effect.  The applicants indicated that they had written25
to the opponents' solicitors requesting confirmation that they would no longer be seeking to
amend their pleadings in order to make reference to the Directive.  There matters rested going
into the hearing on 21 November 2000.  For ease of reference copies of the original opposition
statement of grounds along with first and second amended versions are annexed to this
decision.  Helpfully the changes in each case have been highlighted by Manches.30

It was common ground between the parties at the hearing that certain of the changes to the
statement of grounds were purely procedural or clarificatory in nature and were not objected
to by the applicants.  I need say no more about those particular changes.  The substantive and
disputed changes are those reflected in paragraphs 5, 12 and 13 of the second amended35
version of the grounds.  I will deal with these individually.

Paragraph 5  - this paragraph deals with objection under Section 5(4)(a).  There is no dispute
that the ground itself was part of the original pleadings.  The additional (highlighted) text is
put forward by the opponents on the basis that it explains and develops the basis for the claim40
and is in line with the more rigorous line that the Registry is now taking in relation to
statements of case.  Mr Mellor, for the applicants, argued against the amendment because it
was not in his view a genuine attempt to explain the objection.  Rather, he suggested it was an
attempt to provide a basis in the pleadings for further evidence that the opponents were
seeking to introduce in the opposition proceedings, the fate of which would effectively be 45
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decided as a result of my decision on the extension of time request (see below).  In his view it
was, to put it bluntly, an attempt to improve the opponents’ position on the extension of time. 
He, therefore, urged me to take the two points as a composite issue as it were.

In the event I decided that I should consider the amendment request on its merits, that is5
independently of the extension of time point.  Given the lack of particularisation of the Section
5(4)(a) ground as pleaded I decided that the amendment which set out the parameters of the
opponents’ claim was generally desirable and should be allowed.  In doing so it should, of
course, be recognised that in the final analysis the hearing officer will only be able to have
regard to the claim insofar as it has been substantiated in evidence.10

Paragraph 12  -  it emerged at the hearing that the ground under Section 3(3)(a) was to be
withdrawn.  That in itself represented a significant shift in the opponents' position and one
which had not been notified to me prior to the hearing.  I understand the applicants were only
told late in the morning on the day of the hearing.  It also meant that the hearing was taking15
place on a different basis than previously indicated.

However that is not the end of the matter so far as paragraph 12 is concerned.  Mr Rayner
James sought to have a sentence in the middle of the paragraph ("The opponents, not content
..... in the Second Trade Mark") transferred to the end of paragraph 4 where it would stand as20
an explanation of the Section 5(3) ground.  Unusual though such a change might seem the
issue dealt with in the sentence concerned is in my view more appropriately to be considered
as a relative ground issue and a Section 5(3) point in particular.  I, therefore, allowed this
amendment.  The remainder of paragraph 12 falls away as a result of the withdrawal of the
Section 3(3)(a) ground.25

Paragraph 13  - this paragraph was introduced as part of the first amendment package.  It
involves the introduction of an objection based on Section 3(3)(b) of the Act.

The problem of inadequacy of pleadings before the Registrar has been the subject of judicial30
comment in Julian Higgins' Trade Mark Application, 2000 RPC 321, Club Europe Trade
Mark, 2000 RPC 329 and by the Appointed Person in Demon Ale Trade Mark 2000 RPC 345. 
These reported cases have emphasised the need to provide a full and focussed statement of the
grounds relied on.

35
Nonetheless those cases are not authorities for disallowing proposed amendments where a
legitimate and substantiated basis for them exists.  It seemed to me that in determining
whether to allow this particular amendment I should have regard, inter alia, to whether the
objection could have been raised at the outset or at an earlier stage and, if so, why it was not;
the stage reached in the proceedings (as a general rule the further proceedings are advanced40
the more difficult it is likely to be to persuade the tribunal to allow an amendment); the
possible prejudice to the parties; and whether an arguable underlying case exists.

Taking these points in turn I am not persuaded that the Section 3(3)(b) objection could not
have been raised at the outset.  Mr Rayner James accepted that it could have been raised45
earlier but said it was part and parcel of the overall thinking that linked Section 3(3)(a) and
3(3)(b) as potential new grounds.  I do not accept that the two grounds are linked save that
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they have in common that they are to do with the health aspects of cigarettes and the
consequences in relation to trade mark issues.  In other respects they are separate objections. 
The timing of the EU Tobacco Advertising Directive (published during the currency of the
opposition period for this application) and proceedings bearing thereon in the UK Courts
involving various tobacco companies may conceivably have influenced the opponents' ability5
to raise the Section 3(3)(a) ground at the time the opposition was filed.  But none of this
would have prevented the Section 3(3)(b) ground being raised at that time as it was not
dependent on the existence or fate of the EU Tobacco Advertising Directive.

Even so it can be said that these proceedings are not so far advanced that on this account10
alone it would be seriously prejudicial to the applicants or the overall conduct of the case to
allow the amendment.  There is also a public interest argument in having all relevant issues
considered.

On the basis of these considerations the matter is evenly balanced.  The question of whether15
the opponents had established an arguable underlying case (but not whether they were
ultimately likely to be successful on the point) seemed to me to be crucial.  Section 3(3)(b)
prohibits the registration of marks which are of such a nature as to deceive the public.  The
opponents want to run the argument that there is a conflict between the nature of the mark
and the nature of the goods (which have an adverse effect on human health).  It may well be20
that the word VOGUE has laudatory connotations (such words often have their attractions as
trade marks for this very reason) but I cannot see how it makes any specific statement about
the nature, quality or other characteristic of the goods.  Still less does it say anything which
might be construed as deceptive.  The risks associated with cigarettes have been well
publicised.  To suggest that the mark VOGUE is going to deceive anyone as to those risks25
seems to me to be more than a little fanciful.  In my view, therefore, there was no, or any
sufficiently, arguable case to justify the applicants having to face this new ground.  This
amendment was not, therefore, allowed.

The opponents were required to file amended statements of grounds reflecting the decisions30
taken at the hearing.  Consequential amendments are also required to the statement of grounds
in the invalidity proceedings.

Extension of time
35

The opponents' evidence in chief in the opposition proceedings (Mr Garvin's declaration) was
filed on 18 November 1999.  There was no indication at the time that the opponents
contemplated filing further evidence.  As briefly mentioned above certain formalities defects
arose in relation to Mr Garvin's evidence.  The initial problem was a mistake in the reference
to the Statutory Declarations Act.  Subsequent problems appear to have resulted from a failure40
to have exhibits redated at the time the first problem was being corrected.  The Registry (Law
Section) granted periods of time for these corrections but it is clear from the correspondence
that these were treated as administrative matters and not periods prescribed by the Rules and,
absent a specific direction to the contrary, they were not subject to the TM9 procedure set
down in Rule 62(2) of the Trade Marks (Amendment) Rules 1998.  Suffice to say that the45
various defects were not finally corrected until 23 February 2000.
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While these defects were being resolved the applicants had, as explained earlier, challenged
certain aspects of the content of the declaration.  The challenge went to the apparent lack of
foundation in the pleadings for part of the evidence (dealt with above) but also the
admissibility of certain parts of the evidence (particularly pages 37-72 of Exhibit MJMG1)
which was said to relate to periods after the material date.  On 1 February 2000 the applicants5
went a step further and asked for a hearing to discuss the opponents' evidence.

Against the background of these two strands of activity - the correction of formalities defects
in the evidence filed and the applicants' challenge to its contents - the opponents filed an
extension of time request.  That request was filed on 9 February 2000 and was for a four10
month period from 18 November 1999.  The reasons given were as follows:-

"The Opponent is amending its Notice of Opposition following representations by the
Applicant, prior to filing the Applicants' evidence concerning the quality of the
Opponents' evidence filed herein prior to 26 February 2000, and to address the15
Applicants' concerns relating to evidence post-dating 12 November 1996.

The Opponents' evidence contains material as to use of the Opponents' mark which
post-dates the date of the Application: this material was included in error, but the
material as to use of the Opponents' mark which existed prior to the date of the20
application and which is available was omitted in error.

It would be unjust to determine the application and Opposition proceedings were the
Registrar kept uninformed about the reputation of the Opponents' famous mark
VOGUE, and its allied marks, were the substantial evidence of the Opponents' mark to25
be excluded from determination of the Opposition proceedings.

The Applicants have yet to file their evidence, having impugned the Opponents'
evidence by seeking to strike out the evidence of the Opponents post-dating
12 November 1996, and to exclude the Opponents' evidence filed on 18 November30
1999 due to an error in the typing of the formal Declaration jurat.

This Application is made pursuant to Rule 62, Trade Mark Rules 1994 for extension of
the time limited under Rule 13(3), Trade Mark Rules 1994."

35
The provisions relating to the extension of time filed on 9 February 2000 are those contained
in Rule 62 of the Trade Marks Rule 1994 as amended by the Trade Marks (Amendment) Rules
1998.  The relevant paragraphs of Rule 62 (in its amended form) read as follows:

"62.-(1) The time or periods -40

(a) prescribed by these Rules, other than the times or periods prescribed by the
rules mentioned in paragraph (3) below, or

(b) specified by the registrar for doing any act or taking any proceedings,45

subject to paragraph 2 below may, at the written request of the person or party
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concerned, be extended by the registrar as he thinks fit and upon such terms as he may
direct.

(2) Where a request for the extension of a time or periods prescribed by these Rules -
5

(a) is sought in respect of a time or periods prescribed by rules 13, 18, 23 or 25,
the party seeking the extension shall send a copy of the request to each person
party to the proceedings;

(b) is filed after the application has been published under rule 12 above, the request10
shall be on Form TM9 and shall in any other case be on that form if the
registrar so directs;

(3) The rules excepted from paragraph (1) above are rule 10(6) (failure to file address
for service), rule 11 (deficiencies in application), rule 13(1) (time for filing opposition),15
rule 13(2) (time for filing counter-statement), rule 23(4) (time for filing opposition),
rule 25(3) (time for filing opposition), rule 29 (delayed renewal), rule 30 (restoration
of registration) and rule 41 (time for filing opposition);

(4) Subject to paragraph (5) below, a request for extension under paragraph (1) above20
shall be made before the time or period in question has expired.

(5) Where the request for extension is made after the time or period has expired, the
registrar may, at his discretion, extend the period or time if he is satisfied with the
explanation for the delay in requesting the extension and it appears to him to be just25
and equitable to do so."

The period for an opponent to file his evidence under Rule 13 is therefore extendable at the
Registrar's discretion.  In this particular case, as the request was not made until almost three
months after the end of the Rule 13(4) period, the provisions of Rule 62(5) came into play.30

The purpose of the extension request was to have admitted into the proceedings a statutory
declaration by Mr Rubinstein, a partner in the opponents' solicitors.  The declaration and nine
of the exhibits which accompanied it were intended to bolster and extend Mr Garvin's
evidence particularly in the light of the applicants' criticisms of the latter.35

A tenth exhibit contained a copy of the Court of Appeal's decision in the case referred to
earlier involving the tobacco companies.  This latter item is of no further consequence in the
light of the decision to withdraw the Section 3(3)(a) ground.

40
At the hearing Mr Rayner James expanded on the reasons for the extension request.  In his
submission the effect of the problems with Mr Garvin's evidence was, as he put it, that the
guillotine had not come down on the opponents' evidence round and the extension of time
request was made before the corrections to Mr Garvin's declaration were finally completed
(the corrected version appears to have been received in the Registry a little later in February). 45
On that basis he submitted that it was open to the opponents to respond to the criticisms
expressed in the applicants' letter of 21 December 1999.  Furthermore the opponents took the
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view that this needed to be by means of a separate declaration and not a reworking or
expansion of the content of Mr Garvin's declaration (I would not dispute this latter point).

I do not accept the opponents' proposition that their evidence round was in effect still open
simply because Mr Garvin's declaration suffered from a number of formalities defects which5
took time to correct.  Had the original defect not been identified I have no doubt that the
Registry would have treated the opponents' evidence round as being complete (there being no
indication to the contrary at the time) and set the period for the applicants' evidence in chief.  I
can see nothing in the Rules which would lead a party to believe that a statutory evidence
round remains open where defects in evidence are being corrected.  Nevertheless that is not10
determinative of the matter because the retrospective extension of time request once made
must be considered on its merits.

Mr Mellor rightly reminded me that the opponents had two hurdles to overcome - firstly they
needed to justify the retrospective nature of the request and secondly the substance of the15
claim.  He referred me to three cases which set out the guiding principles - R v Registrar of
Trade Marks ex parte SAW Company 1996 RPC 507, LIQUID FORCE Trade Mark 1999
RPC 429 and GENIUS Trade Mark 1999 RPC 741.  The SAW case was under the preceding
law and the circumstances were quite different.  The opponents had been inactive during the
statutory period in contrast to the opponents here who filed Mr Garvin's evidence within the20
three months allowed.  LIQUID FORCE is a case under the 1994 Act and I take note of the
guidance in that case but it too differs in that the extension of time request was under Rule
62(1).  Mr Hobbs noted that the exercise of the registrar's discretion under Rule 62(1) is not
subject to the particular qualifications specified in Rule 62(5).  The GENIUS case appears at
first sight to be more relevant as it deals with a request under Rule 62(5).  Headnote (3)25
records:

(3) The registrar's discretion under rule 62(5) of the Trade Mark Rules 1994 to extend
time for filing evidence was narrower than the discretion under rule 61(1).  The
discretion would be exercised only if both requirements of rule 62(5) were satisfied,30
namely that there was a good explanation for the delay in requesting the extension and
that the grant of an extension would be just and equitable.

In other respects I do not place particular reliance on this case as the Hearing Officer took his
decision against the background that the case was at that stage before him for the main35
hearing.

Have the opponents justified the retrospective nature of their request?  The applicants raised
their concerns in their attorney's letter of 21 December 1999 and requested that inadmissible
elements of the evidence be struck out.  I do not read that as an invitation to the opponents to40
file additional evidence though it did invite removal of offending parts.  In any event the
opponents did not immediately seek leave to file additional material.  That request was not
made until 9 February 2000 and, despite the fact that it was clearly being made retrospectively,
failed in my view to offer a satisfactory reason for the belated nature of the request.  The
applicants' intervention was a request to strike out not an invitation to add (it must be assumed 45
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that a party has put forward its best evidence as part of its evidence in chief).  The opponents
cannot rely on the applicants' criticisms as a justification for a retrospective request to improve
their own position.

In terms of the substance of the claim the opponents acknowledge that certain material was5
included in error and by the same token that material that "is available was omitted in error". 
That is at the very least an ambiguous and arguably misleading representation of the position. 
This is not a case where the wrong set of exhibits was mistakenly included (an error of
collating for instance).  What I think the opponents mean is that other evidence was available
but was not considered for inclusion at the proper time and now has to be the subject of a10
retrospective request.  The evidence that Mr Rubinstein seeks to introduce contains a
substantial body of material.  It is a belated attempt to make good perceived gaps in
Mr Garvin's evidence with material that (on the dates) must have been available earlier but was
simply not filed.  Accordingly I found that the opponents had failed to justify both the
retrospective nature of the request and the substance of the claim.15

Other matters

A number of consequential or supplementary matters fell to be determined at the hearing as a
result of the above decisions on the amendments to the grounds and extension of time points. 20
For the sake of completeness I will briefly record these points:

(i) Mr Rubinstein's second declaration in the opposition proceedings - Mr
Rubinstein filed a second statutory declaration dated 9 August 2000.  So far as
I can see there is no valid extension of time request which would enable the25
admissibility of this evidence to be considered.  However it is not necessary to
consider this point further as the substance of the declaration goes almost
exclusively to the Section 3(3)(a) ground which has been withdrawn.  To the
limited extent that it deals with Section 3(3)(b) that too falls away as a result of
my decision at the hearing.30

(ii) Consequential amendments to the Conde Nast evidence - evidence in chief in
the opposition has been given by Mr Garvin.  Evidence in chief in the invalidity
proceedings has been given by Mr Rubinstein on the opponent company's
behalf.  In the light of the withdrawal of the Section 3(3)(a) ground and my35
decision to reject the amendment bringing in the Section 3(3)(b) ground certain
consequential changes are needed to the above-mentioned evidence.  The
parties are aware of which paragraphs need to be struck out or amended.  I
indicated at the hearing that I did not intend to work through the detail of the
changes.  I asked the parties to agree between themselves the necessary40
amendments.

(iii) Paragraphs 44 and 45 of Mr Garvin's declaration - these paragraphs refer to the
three registrations which are the subject of invalidity actions.  The suggestion is
made that the applications were made in bad faith as the applicant (now45
registration holder) was aware of the opposition to No 2115443 which was
commenced in September 1998.  Mr Mellor objected to the reference to bad
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faith because bad faith (Section 3(6)) has not been pleaded in the opposition
proceedings as distinct from the invalidation actions.  As the opponents accept
that the bad faith point is not relevant to the opposition I decided that the
references should be removed.  There is, however, no objection to the retention
of the reference to the existence of the invalidity actions.  Again I indicated that5
I expected the parties to agree the necessary amendments to reflect this
decision.

(iv) Adequacy of the applicants' counterstatement - on 15 September 2000
Manches on behalf of the opponents indicated that the opponents would be10
seeking a direction from the Registrar that the applicants be required to provide
proper particularisation of its pleaded counterstatement and in particular
paragraphs 4 and 5 thereof.  In these paragraphs the applicants had either
denied or put the opponents to strict proof of the claims made in the opponents'
original statement of grounds (save the existence of the registered marks).  I15
noted at the hearing that both the original statement of grounds and the
counterstatement in these proceedings were filed before the Registry began a
closer scrutiny of pleadings.  I indicated that as the opponents had now filed
evidence notwithstanding their lately expressed concern about the
counterstatement I was minded not to make a formal issue of it.  Some20
amendment of the statement of grounds has been allowed following my
decision above and, subject to the outcome of any appeal against the remainder
of that part of my decision, the applicants will be given a period of 14 days in
which to amend their counterstatement to take account of the changes. I
therefore declined to make any direction at the hearing.  The point can be25
considered to the extent necessary as part of this process.

Costs

Mr Mellor indicated at the hearing that the applicants wished to pursue a claim for costs.  The30
applicants' (then) Trade Mark Attorneys had as far back as their letter of 9 March 2000
expressed their concern about the opponents' conduct of the case.  As a result the Registry
gave a preliminary view in a letter dated 1 August 2000 that a costs award of £500 would be
made against the opponents.  Between the date of that letter and the hearing further
developments took place notably the second amended version of the statement of grounds and35
Mr Rubinstein's second declaration.  There was also a further extension of time request dated
15 September 2000, the purpose and/or effect of which is somewhat obscured by the fact that
it does not follow-on from the previous request of 9 February 2000 and is for an inadequate
period if it was intended to replace the first request and cover the period required for
Mr Rubinstein's first declaration (the first request having been wrongly made in the name of40
the opponents' parent company rather than the opponents' own name).

It also became apparent at the hearing that the opponents had shifted their ground again so
that even the second amended version of the statement of grounds did not represent the
version that was to be considered at the hearing.  All this inevitably involved the applicants in 45
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additional and wasted costs.  Mr Mellor's skeleton argument, for instance, dealt with the
Section 3(3)(a) ground because the decision to withdraw that ground was only notified late on
the morning of the hearing.

In all the circumstances I considered that the cost award against the opponents should be5
increased to £1000 in respect of the related sets of proceedings.  I so ordered in a letter dated
23 November 2000 following the hearing.  That sum will fall to be paid within seven days of
the expiry of the period for appeal against this decision or within seven days of the final
determination of the matter if any appeal is unsuccessful.

10

Dated this 23 day of January 2001

15

M REYNOLDS
For the Registrar20
the Comptroller-General
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